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ABSTRACT
MAPLE is an automated system for inferring the potential comprehensive functions harbored
by genomes and metagenomes. To reduce runtime in MAPLE analyzing the massive amino
acid datasets of over 1 million sequences, we improved it by adapting the KEGG automatic
annotation server to use GHOSTX and verified no substantial difference in the MAPLE results
between the original and new implementations.
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We previously developed a method to evaluate the
comprehensive functions (functionomes) within an
individual organism or an entire microbial community
on the basis of the completion ratio of KEGG mod-
ules [1]. We define functionome as comprehensive
functions occurred by combination of functions
encoded by multiple genes such as carbon fixation,
nitrogen fixation, nitrification, denitrification and
amino acid metabolism and so on. These individual
functions are registered as the KEGG functional mod-
ules in the KEGG database. In November of 2015, we
launched the Metabolic and Physiological Potential
Evaluator (MAPLE) version 2.1.0, a multifunctional
system enabling calculation of module completion
ratio (MCR), Q-value, and module abundance to auto-
mate our method [2]. In the 2016 fiscal year (April 2016
through March 2017), MAPLE was accessed 2.5 million
times. MAPLE ver. 2.1.0 can accept 1 million amino
acid sequences (<160 M bytes) for each job; however,
the 80-h running time to finish all calculation steps for 1
million sequences strongly motivated efforts to reduce
the calculation time for many users. To resolve this
urgent problem, we employed GHOSTX [3], a homol-
ogy search program that is much faster than BLAST,
which had been used in the previous version ofMAPLE.
We modified the KEGG automatic annotation server
(KAAS) [4] incorporated into MAPLE to use GHOSTX
(http://www.genome.jp/tools/kaas/help.html). We then
examined the difference in MAPLE results between the
GHOSTX and BLAST implementations using GS030
data in a dataset from Global Ocean Sampling
(GOS) [5]. To increase user convenience, we also
added another new function for automatically drawing

rarefaction curves to facilitate the inspection of the
transition of the types of KEGG orthologies (KOs)
assigned in the submitted queries. In addition, we now
offer MAPLE users a standalone automatic histogram
drawing program (MAPLE Graph Maker) that pro-
duces graphs of MCR, Q-value, and module abundance
outputs. This is available from its website (http://itsl.jp/
mgm/MapleGraphMaker.zip).

We randomly extracted 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1
million amino acid sequences from the GS030 dataset
and input them to each of the previous (version 2.1.0)
and the new GHOSTX-based (version 2.3.0) MAPLE
systems (Supplementary Figure S1(a)). The calcula-
tion time to finish all steps of MAPLE increased
linearly with the number of sequences in both imple-
mentations, and the computation involving 1 million
sequences was completed in 42 hours by GHOSTX
with a computer cluster (maximum core: 512, mem-
ory:12.8 GB memory per core) compared with
82 hours by BLAST (Figure 1(a)). Thus, MAPLE
ver. 2.3.0 shortened the computation time by half.

There was a slight difference in MCR results
between GHOSTX and BLAST (Figure 1(b)).
Among the 766 functional modules registered in the
KEGG database [6], 171 were completed by GHOSTX
and 173 by BLAST in the GS030 dataset, with 163
results in common. Almost all modules completed by
neither homology search lacked KOs assigned to only
one reaction step from among the multiple steps
comprising the module (Table S1).

On the other hand, there were some differences
in patterns of KEGG orthology (KO) assignment
between the GHOSTX and BLAST implementations
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of MAPLE, especially for short query sequences of
less than 100 amino acid residues (Figure S2).
However, 96.4% of KO-assigned query sequences
among 1 million input sequences were assigned to
the same KOs by both homology search programs
(Figures S2 and S3(a)). Additionally, there was no
substantial difference in the breakdown of func-
tional categories of Pfam domains included in the
unique KOs assigned by either GHOSTX or
BLAST, although one unique Pfam functional cate-
gory was identified in each unique KO (Figure S3
(b2,b3)). We examined distribution patterns of
sequence length and average scores of KOs
assigned by both programs and also specifically
assigned by only GHOSTX or BLAST (Figure S4).
Though query sequences of less than 100 amino
acid residues comprised more than half of the 1
million input sequences, the percentage of such
short sequences, relative to all sequences receiving
the same KO assignment from both programs was
only 15% (Figure S4(a)). In contrast, there was not
much difference in average score between
sequences assigned to the same KO by both pro-
grams in each sequence length range. The distribu-
tion of lengths for sequences with KOs assigned by
BLAST alone was similar to that of sequences with
KOs assigned by both algorithms. In contrast with
BLAST, the sequence length distribution of those
sequences assigned to KOs by only GHOSTX
totally differed from those assigned to the same
KO by both algorithms, instead resembling the

distribution pattern of all query sequences
(Figure S4(c,d)). Thus, GHOSTX provided more
functional information than BLAST by assigning
KOs to short query sequences.

Various types of KOs increased with the number
of submitted sequences, reaching 1300 types with 1
million input sequences (Figure S1(b)). Since only
30 new KOs were introduced between 0.8 and 1
million sequences, it appears that KO type was
nearly saturated at 0.8 million sequences. Thus,
for the KO rarefaction curve, users can easily eval-
uate whether the submitted sequences were numer-
ous enough for metagenomic analyses using
MAPLE.

MAPLE results, such as MCR, Q-value, and
module abundance, can be easily downloaded as
an Excel file. Drawing histograms using these files
is laborious because there are over 700 functional
modules. Accordingly, we developed a program to
draw histograms of MAPLE results (Figure S5).
Users can easily create histograms by importing
the Excel file containing their MAPLE results. A
histogram for comparative analysis of 4 GOS data
drawn by the MAPLE Graph Maker is shown in
Figure S6. Now, we provide MAPLE version 2.3.0,
which is a substantially faster, more user friendly,
and more useful system for metagenomic analysis
relative to its predecessors. MAPLE 2.3.0 can be
accessed at http://www.genome.jp/tools/maple/,
and MAPLE Graph Maker can be access at http://
itsl.jp/mgm/MapleGraphMaker.zip.

Figure 1. Comparison of MAPLE results using GHOSTX with those using BLAST. (a) Time required to finish all calculation steps in
MAPLE. (b) Comparison of module completion ratio (MCRs) by GHOSTX with that by BLAST. Among 766 functional modules in 1
million metagenomic genes from the GS30 dataset, 163 modules were completed by both search engines.
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